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This ebook has been brought to you by 
T-BOTTLE.

T-BOTTLE produces designed infusion 
and tea bottles. They are made of 
double walled borosilical glass which 
means better isolation and resilience. 
Neoprene cover added to each bottle 
even double these.



WHY
DETOX WATER?

1 3BETTER FLAVOUR
GENTLE & REFRESHING

HYDRATION 
EASY TO DRINK

2 NO ADDED SUGAR
ALL NATURAL ENERGY

Easily said, you can say the difference 
after the first sip.
You can taste only the fruit, vegetable 
and herbs, nothing else. No artificials.
And it is pretty amazing that the water 
gets taste but stays fresh.
The flavour is gentle and refreshing so 
someone who is used to strong coke 
lemonades might not find it tasty at all. 
But it is just a matter of getting used to 
that.

There are no additives and extra sugar 
in your infused drink which makes the 
water staying healthy and fresh.
But on the other side it get light taste 
of your ingrediances which you will 
love.

Are you one of those 
who struggles with 
enough water intake? 
What ever the reason is 
infused water will push 
you to drink more.
You will love the taste 
and it will motive you 
take a sip more ofter.
If at work put a bottle or 
jar of tasty water on your 
desk.
Enough water intake 
keepts your mind and 
body fresh prevents you 
from getting ill. Hydrated 
body tends to excrete 
more fluids which helps 
the body to remove 
more toxic substances.



WHAT IS INFUSED WATER?

Fruit, vegetable or herbs infused water is a wanderful drink option not 
only for hot summer. It is refreshing and tastes so good.
If you leave fruit, vegetable and herbs pieces in the water for a certain 
amount of time they will release taste and all the good in to the water. 
And after you can repeat the same proces couple of time with the bottle 
or jar. Just refill the water. And at the end .... you can eat all the goodies 
from you bottle or jar.
Instead of driniking sugar full, sweetened junk drinks from grocery shop, 
spend a minute with making your own drink. Not only you will know what 
exactly it contains but it will also save your money and carrying of heave 
stuff from shop and last but not least nature as you won’t bring more and 
more plastics.

HOW TO MAKE A GOOD INFUSED WATER
It is very simple to make a delicious infused water. All you have to do is 
stick with 3 basic rules and you cannot make a mistake.

Use a good pitcher
It makes it easier if you can use hight-quality glass pitcher which also does 
really improve the flavour and taste. If you don’t have it or don’t want to 
spend money for that glass bottle or glass mason jar can do a good job as 
well.

High-quality ingrediences
Using fresh, organic and high-quality ingrediances is the base of good 
drink. Avoid all chemical and pesticides. If you have to use conventional 
produce be sure to peel off the rind or skin or wash with the best care.

Don’t rush
Give your mix some time to release all the goodies into the water. It can 
take from 30 minutes up to 8 hours, dependiong on you ingrediences.
The best way is leaving it to infuse over night.



HUMAN BODY’S

DAILY
FLUID
INTAKE

Recommended fluid intake
for men body is about 15.5 cups
or 3.7 liters every day and about 11.5 cups
or 2.7 liters daily for women.

Of course these are jsut average and general number 
and it varies from person, climate and activites.





INGREDIENCE

TIPS

GRAPEFRUIT LIME

ORANGE

KIWIAPPLE



SOME MORE 

FRUIT

STRAWBERRIES

LEMON

POMEGRANATE

PINE APPLE

CRANBERRIES

BLUEBERRIES

RASBERRIES
MANGO



DON’T FORGET

VEG
CUCUMBER

CARROT

WATER MELON MELON

GINGER



SPICE

IT
UP

CINNAMON

LIME

CLOVES

ICE





SOME
RECIPES

FOR
YOU



BERRIES GODDNESS

Ingredients
Strawberry
Rasberry
Blueberry

Instructions
Cut strawberries in half or 
quarters, add full rasperies 

and add a bit of crushed blue-
berries.

You can finish the drink with 
couple of ice cuber or leaf of 

mint.

Keep yourself hydrated with tasty and healthy ...



FUZZY SQUEEZE

MINTY BURST

Ingredients
Orange

Grapefruit
Apple
Clove

Ingredients
Cucumber

Lemon
Celery
Mint

Thyme

Instructions
Slice orange and grapefruit 

and then cut on halfs or 
quarters. Prick cloves into 
the orange rind and finish 
the drink with apple slices.

Instructions
Slice cucumber and lemon, 

add peices of celery and 
finish with mint leafs and 

thyme sprig.



LEMON
RUMBLE

SMOOTH
CRUSH

SPRING
BREEZE

Ingredients
Lemon
Ginger

Instructions
Slice lemon and 
pieces of ginger.

Slice ginger too for 
a ,milder taste or 

grate it for stronger 
and sharper taste.

Ingredients
Pomegranate

Instructions
Remove seeds 

from pomegranate 
and  crush them 

little bit.

You can finish the 
drink wit slice of 
lime and leaf of 

mint.

Ingredients
Pineapple

Mint
Basil

Instructions
Remove pineap-
ple rind and cut 

the flesh on smale 
pieces.

Add couple of mint 
and basil leafs.

You can tear basil 
on smaller pieces 
to get more taste. 



MELON SPLASH

FRESH CRUSHER

BRAVE KISS

GOLDEN COOLER

Ingredients Watermelon, Basil

Instructions Cut watermelon and 

add a twig of basil.

Ingredients Cranberry, Orange

Instructions Slice orange, cut on 

halfs and add crushed cranberries.

Ingredients Peach, Plum, Mint

Instructions Cut peach and plum on 

smaller pieces and add mint leafs.

Ingredients Mango, Pineapple

Instructions Cut mango and pineap-

ple flesh on pieces. You can add mint.

Healthy can be tasty as well.



SUMMER SMOOCH

Ingredients
Apple

Lemon
Carrot

Instructions
Slice carrot and lemon and 

add pieces of apple.
You can finish the drink with 

couple of mint leafs.

Drink regularly smaller sips ...



CIDER SIPPER
Ingredients

Apple
Cinnamon stick

Red pear

Instructions
Cut and slice apple and pear 

and add cinnamon stick.
Then leave rest in fridge.

APRIL MONSOON
Ingredients

Kiwi
Orange

Instructions
Slice orange, cut on halfs or 

quarters and add peeled and 
slices kiwi.

... rather then occasionally large volume.



At the end one secret 
f rom our marketing expert

“It looks really well on social media 
posts. All these drinks are colourful 
and eye-catchy.” - John V.

And if you like what we do, don’t forget to tag us

@t-bottle

#t-bottle







#T-BOTTLE



We want to help everyone

should have access

to enough of clean and 

drinkable water.






